
Conference evaluation 

Part One -

What were the best bits of the conference?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

1
Plenaries were good - covered a wide range of current issues. Louise's gave a fine 

overview of developments in our sector. Workshops I attended stimulated a good 

1
Charity challenges: how can the sector respond. 

1
Charity challenges panel - especially Debra!

1
Presentations and contributions

1
Good range of speakers. Very well organised and kept to timetable. Engaging 

presentations and workshops.

1
Karthy Evans and Debra Allcock Tyler inputs.

1
Sylvia - Wai Yin :)

1
Speakers. Workshops.

1
Charity challenges - all three women were fantastic speakers, perfect for a post lunch 

slot. Morning speakers were good too. Workshops - welfare reform and unheard voices 

1
Good quality speakers, current issues, in depth presentations.

1
Thought Louises speech was great and food for thought. Loved Kathy Evans speech 

and then in got better, Debra was so refreshing and gave me a long overdue boost and 

1
The personal stories behind some of the projects. Buffet was very good too! Well 

organised with sufficient space to promote projects. 

1
Speakers

1
Charity challenges speaker.

1
Really liked the notion of building trusting relationships to make things happen in the 

city/ Greater Manchester. City governance in the 21st century relies on trust. 

1
Afternoon speakers. CLEF. 

1
All the speeches 

1
All of it very good and relevant. Kathey Evans and Debra - well worth coming up from 

London. All of the speakers very good, but the lunch revitalised them. 

1
Devo workshop. Panellists.

1
The combination of speakers and a very relevant atrong agenda

1
Difficult to say. Speakers were excellent - informative and inspiring and challenging the 

staus quo - hurrah!

1
Speakers

1
The organisation and structure of the conference was excellent

1
Unheard voices workshop

1
The speakers, were great, especially the afternoon. 

1
Inspiratin to keep up the fight! Networking.

1
All of the speakers. Wonderful especially the 'charity challenges' and 3 ladies - 

inspirational!

1
Speakers: Informative and interesting

1
Great range of knowledgable speakers. Kathy Evans! Amazing great points. Debra 

Allcock Tyler - inspirational and hilarious.

1
Well organised and ran to time. Great speakers 

1
Networking. 1st Session Devo Manc. Workshop welfare reform.

Networking opportunities

1
Blank

1
Netowrking. Enthusiasm.

1
Workshop - welfare reforms - enlightening and frightening. 

Wide rane of reviews requested. 

1
Information sharing on devo. 

1
Challenges of and opportunity for VCSE. Impact of welfare reform, DWP changes in 

benefts.

The workshop - social impact made easy

1
Netwoking. Devolution bit was good.

1
Speakers, especially in the afternoon. Very motivational.

1
After lunch speakers. There was space for things to run over - we were not rushed. I 

heard several people thank individuals representing a service - touching.

1
Both the speakers and the workshops were very useful. 

1
Networking

1
The key note speakers

Opportunity to network with charities in local community

1
Good for networking and learning about social enterprise. Enjoyed second workshop 

working with a group team building.

1
The speakers - particularly Debra Allcock Tyler and Tony Lloyd

1
Feel more informed of sevices available for my area of work to access. 

1
All of it. I was extremely interested in the peoples plan.

1
Simone Sprays presentation, Debra Allcock. The devolution workshop. Networking.

1
Hearing from local and national/ regional presenters.

0 0 0 1 0 2 4 19 13 9

Total Completed: 48

Average: 8.3

Confidence 

Did you find the conference useful? 

Indicate below with 1 being not useful and 10 being very useful.



What were the not so good bits of the conference? Do you have any suggestions for future conferences?

Workshops, although stimulating, didn't give enough time for debate. Interventions made at.

Some parts of the second workshop People Powered Change. Unlimited 

Potential part very good. 

Maybe consider a call to action at the end of the conference.

Blank Community assests workshop - be useful to learn more about how other orgs can practically use this 

model

Blank More chance to discuss e.g. round table

The 'Something inside so strong' song was a slightly odd moment. Longer panel discussions.

Dissapointed with the delivery of Tony Lloyd - I didn't hear 'Why its going to be 

better'!

Blank

Lees talking - more doing/ participation:) More local people please!

All good! Except the mic feedback noise! Fantastic. Easy to get to location too!

Venue is great for a conference but hard to get to by public transport (fro 

mManchester). 

Enjoyed it all. Practitioners on tables discussing what they do - keep swapping tables.

Very small telly in the executive boxes 2 and 3, could not see to take details 

down. 

No it is great to see to many of our sector in one room. Bigger Telly. 

Not sure of the relevance of devlolution on what we do. Tony Lloyd! And that 

Jack bloke!

No politicians!

Blank Not sure - but would be good to have an update on the intergration on the organisation.

All good, Blank

N/A Really liiked the conversation that developed around the community and voluntary sectors role in 

'devolution' within Greater Manchester, feel that this could be developed further. 

Mayor - didn't answer the important question!! Better Sound

Microphones. ( A male designed conspiracy to silence strong women) (It failed) More Bruce Forsyth

The lunch queue. Afternoon workshop (3) fell a bit flat after plenary speeches. Blank

Musical interlude inspiring but a bit long. Blank

Nothing Including some users?

Nothing! A winning formula - please repeat!

Nothing! More songs! Devolution remains on important focus and one that we often don't have time to reflect on 

in our daily jobs. 

The political slant. Too many speakers blaming policies and government for 

various things.

Invite more public and private sector delegates if this is about collaboration and working together then 

you need to expose these issues to all.

some speakers were too political.

More practical examples of voluntary sector benefits and more local to salford.

Blank

There were known. No this subject matter is the one we need to follow.

Speakers were a liitle over - long.

Rooms were really cold in the morning.

Blank

Microphones at times. Local MP's?? They should be fully aware od what the voluntary groups, organisations do. 

Communication system Better microphones/ sound system

So mant things to see and do. Didn't get round to everything.

In workshops - opportunity for group work and meet new people

Blank Blank

Room cold. Blank

Finding out more about the different voluntary/ community groups in Salford Discussion of devolution - not really a learning opportunity for people new to the sector. A lot of sound 

bites, buzz words, metaphors. Not enough real substance!!

6 minute film focussed on 3 or 4 entitites. Could be expanded to be more 

inclusive. Long sitting session in the morning.

Blank

Blank Blank

None I thought it was all really good. Blank

N/A

Stay at this venue

Blank No

Not time to look at stats or talk to people Maybe not try to do so much all at once

Not enough time to visit all the stalls. Spend the morning or the afternoon networking rather thank lots of speakers

None. Maybe topics for smaller volunteer groups.

Catering service - people waited too long to be served. Blank

Not too sure about the stall set up = not enough sign posting to these. No

Not enough time to network. Too many speakers etc Blank

Blank Blank

Need bigger TVs in workshops Nothing.

Would have liked more interactive sessions and networking opportunities See above

Too long speeches tendency to switch off. Blank

Fans bar was cold. Some times a goldfish bowl workshop can be very useful

Blank Blank

The unfortunate drop off of attendees during the aftenoon! No



Salford CVS services evaluation

Part Two -

Name one thing you will do as a result of today's conference… What do you think Salford CVS could do to improve it services?

Remind our trustees that we should do more campaigning on the issues we feel passionate about. Blank

Follow up with some people I met in the networking. Also read more about directory social change. 

Take forward Grant 4 Good.

Continue with the role as champion for 3rd sector. 

Think and act more positively about how sector can respond to the challenges collectively. Sign up to 

the Grants for Good campaign. 

Blank

Discuss issues revised with Board and get involved more with Devo Manc and Mac discussions Blank

Explore work of some of the contributors e.g. peoples plan

Learn more about Salford CVS 

Advertise them wider.

Debra Allcock Tyler - reasurring me/ us that we make a difference. Continue to believe we make a 

difference. 

Blank

ENCOURAGE PEOPLE MORE Blank

Take inspiration and hopefullly inspore others. Excellent service - thank you for all your help and support since I first contacted you in 2008.

Follow up contacts - udeful new ones and reconnected with old ones Blank

Engage with our users more and improve our service delivery. Blank

Put in  more bids for more money. This sector is I think not good at marketing. I believe with Becky being employed at CVS their publicity 

and market is great, could we boorow her. 

Keep going! Stay Positive! (That’s 2 things)! Blank

Feel more energised! To carry on! You are doing a fantastic job! 

Contact some of the people I have met. Blank

Work closer with the community and voluntary sector in developing city-governance. N/A

Blank More work on collaboration and reducing duplication and competition in the sector.

Be inspired Not Much

Check out the Devo Manc info on CVS website. Blank

Look up grants 4 good as well as some of the link cited in Devo Workshop. Blank

Work on dementia communication channels. I genuinely think you're doing a great job.

Revisit my good intention to produce a one page social value report! Less falling in line with the 'commisioners' bureacracy for awarding and administrating and managing 

small pots of money to small community groups.

Social impact report for my organisation Blank

Continue to promote the work of local community groups. Blank

Make contact with more voluntary groups. Not sure

Ask for money. Nothing.

Blank Blank

Ask, ask and ask again. Blank

Look at our ability to be more proactive Blank

Take charter back to my office/ organisation. Link to safeguarding team(s) to support delviery of this across the sector

Make better links with smaller organisations I wasn't aware of. Blank

Continue to strive to represent the people I work for, More events. More publicity.

More information, educational sessions on the sector. Contact the people I have met in order to develop activity partnerships at my organisation's community 

space!

Contact some other exhibiters. Blank

Contact potential partners Blank

Join the credit union for me and my daughter.

Contact some groups to work together.

Blank

Contact new companies as this networking was very open Blank

more parternship working Blank

Expand on networking Less funding jargon in applications and more time to complete grant applications.

Keep going. Longer time for completing bods.

Keep carrying on. Don't let the buggers get you down! Not sure at the moment.

Some thoguht on the volice of the child/ seldom heard I think it listens to members and reflects on this anyway- e.g. learnt from feedback from lat years 

conference.

Follow up on peoples plan inormation from one of the am workshops So far have been very happy with the services that the services that CVS offer

Meet up with one or two or three of contacts Blank

Contact the networks I have made Blank

Networking. Nothing.

Get in touch with contacts made with a view to collaborative working More networking events/ opportunities

Look at volunteering opps for my cohort. Be more visual.

Be more possitive about what we actually do. Blank

Get a bit mardy. Blank

Request copies of the presentatin and files for sharing with colleagues. Continue as it has done over the previous few months - subtle changes and 'checkin-in' with users on 

relevance.



What difference do you feel Salford CVS makes in Salford? Any other comments?

Blank Blank

Bring organisations together. Bring collective voice: i.e. Greater Manchester Thanks

Blank Blank

A lot through informing and enabling VCSE orgs in Salford Blank

A lot if they're as passionate as they seemed today.

Lots of attending organisations spoke highly of them.

Thank you for an informative and well organised day

Acts as a focus for the third sector activities. When I telephone I awlays feel that someone wants to help with and support and has interest in my 

situation. 

Blank Fantastiv CVS.

Expertise, knowledge, guidance. Thank you! A really productive and inspiring day!

Cood at bringing agencies together, being visible, championing VCSE Blank

Blank Blank

Judging from last yrs conference, quiz at christmas and the numbers at this years conference a great 

deal, it is great to see an increase in happy staff.

Can we have the slides from the speakers please. Answered that sorry.

Makes it possible to get projects off the ground and offers support. Blank

Helps out the spokes. And keeps us informed. Blank

Blank Blank

Amazing differences, so thankful that in a climate of austerity and cuts we still have Salford CVS. Thank you, very much!!

Bonds the sector together to achieve the common goal of supporting local people. Blank

A great deal Well done! Better than ever.

Helps link and support charities and community organisations better than other areas of Greater 

Manchester. 

Bq

Incredible networking opportunities and training. Vegan food much better. Some fresh fruit at break would be welcome.

Improved communications, genuine voice and influence.

Strong voice and focal point for the sector. Thanks very much - great day!

Provides leadership and a voice for the sector. Blank

Blank Blank

Huge changes to peoples lives. They represent the voluntary sector at a strategic level. Excellent. Blank

A lot they are in many way the glue. Blank

Blank Blank

Co-Ordination of the voluntary sector, info provision. Blank

Information and edcuation of what is available in Salford Blank

Brings people and organisations together. Celebrates the sector. Very impressed that almost all of the Chief Execs represented as speakers were women.

Blank Thank you

Giving us a platform.Keeping us informed. Blank

Hold events/ workshops/ courses providing guidance for organisations beginning to think about 

developing volunteer programmes for the first time.

More solid information needed on certain themes.

Blank Blank

Blank Blank

Establishes and maintains a shared voice in involving 3rd sector in appropriatley represented in 

Salford.

Great Day

It has a very stong and trustworrthy presence. Very good and very well organised

Blank Blank

Assist with training. Assist with policy writing. Assist with funding application. Quite helpful Blank

They are essential to support the vol sector - brill organisation Blank

Help with volunteer organisations. Brining the communities of Salford closer together. Excellent - keep up the good work!

There wouldn't be any coordination of the sector. We'll discuss grants back at the ranch

Salford CVS give very good support and advide to the VCSE sector No 

Blank Blank

Allows people the opportunity to build stalls, self esteem and a social network - that’s both the 

volunteers and those who are beneficiaries.

Blank

Bring the community together. Give god advice and support on community groups. Blank

Advice and support to help local orgs work more effectively leading to better results for service users 

and local communities

Blank

They make a difference to many lives - not really measured. Blank

It is an excellent service and representative organistation of our sector Blank

Vital support to small charities like ours Thanks - great conference

It appears to be a very important 'glue' on vital themes between providers and users. No 



£25 £50 £75 £100
Other £

1

1

1

1
But happier with a contribution based on size 

of orgs. As trustee of a large org would be 

1

£20 - £25

1

1
Its worth more but we don't have much 

money.

1

1

£10.00

1

1

1

1

1
As a coomunity group representative, not a 

worker for an organisation. 

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
However it is worth more, reality of budgets.

Dependent on what can be afforded at least 

£10 if possible. The venue was very good.

1

1
Depends on the conference budget! 

Demographic form very binary.

1

1

1

1

1

£10.00 plus lunch

£10.00 per person from the vol sector

1

1
No budget for this sort of thing

0

1

1

1

1

1
Just because we can't affors anymore it is 

worth much more

1

18 11 5 2

Total Answered: 36

Leading choice: £25

If CVS had charged for this conference, 

how much would you be willing to pay?


